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ABSTRACT

The pregauge-pregeometric action, i.e. the fundamental matter action whose

quantum fluctuations give rise to the Einstein-Hilbert and the Yang-Mills actions

is investigated from the viewpoint of the topological field theory. We show that

the scalar pregauge-pregeometric action is a topological invariant for appropriate

choices of the internal gauge group. This model realizes the picture that the

gravitational and internal gauge theory at the low energy scale is induced as the

quantum effects of the topological field theory at the Planck scale.
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1. Introduction In 1963, Bjorken [1] proposed a composite model of the photon

of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio type [2], where the kinetic action of the gauge theory

is induced through quantum fluctuations of matter fields. Since then, much

progress has been made on this line, including that on the induced Yang-Mills

action. We call them pregauge theories. In 1967, Sakharov reached the eminent

idea that the Einstein-Hilbert action also may not be a fundamental action, but

rather an effective action induced by quantum fluctuations of elementary matter

fields in the vacuum [3]. Such an approach is called pregeometry [4]. Many

authors pursued this interesting possibility [5-9]. For example, the pregeometric

actions were written down in terms only of the matter fields without using metric

fields [6,8], and the pregeometric phase at Planck scale was suggested [10].

Recently Witten introduced the topological quantum field theory (TQFT)

[11]. He has shown how to use the path integral methods of field theory to con-

struct certain topological invariants which are of interest to mathematicians. For

instance, in four dimensions these topological invariants are known as Donaldson

invariants [12]. At first sight, TQFT's may seem to be physically irrelevant, since

there is no local dynamics and their observables are only topological invariants.

Nevertheless, there is some expectation that TQFT's may describe a phase of

unbroken diffeomorphism invariance in quantum gravity [11,13]. This is very

appealing in light of arguments that the space time metric should be a derived

quantity in quantum gravity [14].

The pregeometry and TQFT share the important feature that they realize

space-time diffeomorphism without a metric. In the pregeometric phase, however,

matters still exist, while the topological phase involves no local physical motion.



We expect that the pregeometry, in some extreme case, becomes a kind of TQFT,

and TQFT may, in the broken phase, exhibit its physical implications through

the pregeometry. In fact, recently it is shown that the above speculation really

works in the two models; scalar pregeometry where the number of the scalar

fields coincides with that of the space-time dimensions [15]', and two-dimensional

spinor pregeometry with Weyl invariance [17], In this letter we will show that

a pregauge-pregeometric model [5,18-21] becomes topological under a specific

choice of the internal gauge group. It is an extension of the model in Ref. [15]

to include gauge symmetries. The quantum fluctuations of the present model

induce not only the Einstein-Hilbert action, but also the Yang-Mills action. Our

approach may shed light on spontaneous symmetry breakdown of the topological

quantum field theories (TQFT).

2. Pregauge-Pregeometry We begin by considering the pregauge-pregeometry

with the internal local YIJ=I ^O(Nj) symmetry in the d dimensional space-

time. We assume that the fundamental matter fields are real scalar fields 4>j =

(<l>j, • • •, 4jJ) (J = li 2, • • •, A/), where <4y forms an Nj-plet of the group SO(Nj)

and a singlet of the other group SO(NK) (K ^ J). The starting pregauge-

pregeometric action for 4>j is written by using the auxiliary metric fields g^

and the auxiliary gauge fields A"^ (•/ = 1,---,M; a,b = 1,•••,AT/; (i,v —

(1)

where g = det t^,,, gu" is the inverse of g^, and the SO(Nj) covariant derivative



D^j is written in terms of Af^ as

Dll<f>J = {dlt-iXJabA%)<f,J (2)

with the group generator matrix

i ( i i (3)

In Eq. (1) F is an arbitrary function of (^-<l>j), the inner product (X -Y) stands

for YA=\ X'Y'J VJ = ±1 is a signature factor, at least one of which should be

negative. The action SsA is invariant under space-time diffeomorphism, and

internal gauge transformations.

It is known that this type of action gives rise to the Einstein-Hilbert and the

Yang-Mills actions as its quantum fluctuations [20,21]. In fact, the path integral

over (j>, in the partition function

(4)

can be performed to yield Z = /[dt^Jtd-Aj^JexpfjJ ~) with the effective action

N j

+ higher order terms in g^v and Aj^,

where R is the scalar curvature written in terms of g^, .Aj* „ is the field strength

of Aj^, and the cosmologkal constant A, the Newtonian gravitational constant

<?N and the gauge coupling constants p^ are given in terms of the fundamental
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length scale A which serves as the ultraviolet cutoff. Their values depend on

the precise mechanism of the cutoff. For example, in four dimensions, the one-

loop approximation with the Pauli-Villarsregularization gives A = NA4/8(4ir)2~

(d/2-l)F(<f>j = 0), G = 24ff/JVA* with N = J2JNJ [61- a n d 9j = 4 * ^ 6 / In A2

[19]. The terms explicitly written in the Eq. (5) are those which dominate in the

low energy limit.

3. Action without the Metric and Gauge Fields To see topological structure

of the pregauge-pregeometric action we derive here the equivalent action written

without the auxiliary metric and gauge fields. The equations of motion derived

from the action SgA yield

(6)

(7)

(8)

where PJ6crf is the projection operator

Uty i d <j>j). (9)

Among them, (6) is a net equation of motion for (j>j, but (7) and (8) are con-

straints determining the auxiliary fields gflu and A^ in terms of <j>..

Eliminating g^ and A^ from S3A by (7) and (8), we obtain the pregauge-



pregeometric action written in terms only of <f>j as

<j T>v<j>j) x F1^, (10)

where the covariant derivative V^j is written in terms only of <j>j as

The equation of motion from the action S* in (10) reads

where IV = det W^ and H"1" = (Hf-1)*" with W^ = £j»?

The equation of motion (12) coincides with (6) if we eliminate the auxiliary fields

g^ and A"j by (7) and (8). It establishes effective equivalence of the actions

and 5* at classical level.

4. Quantum Mechanical Equivalence Here we prove quantum mechani-

cal equivalence of the actions SsA and 5*. For this purpose, we first per-

form the path integral over A^ in the partition function Z in (4) to get Z =

«P<'"S») with

(13)

where the Lee-Yang term J^r j |0|'d~1MJv.'-1) is absorbed into the canonically

invariant measure. Notice that in S9 in (13) the covariant derivative D^ is

replaced by V^ defined without Af^ in (11).



Then we show that the commutator (or Dirac bracket) algebra of S9 coincides

with that of S*. It is almost parallel to that for the scalar pregeometry in Ref.

[22]. The system described by the action S* has d+Ylj(Nj ~ ]) independent

first class constraints:

^O, (m,n=l,.-,d-l) (14)

l , - . , ( i - l ) (15)

Gf = (*, • Xfyj) = i(*'j<l>bj - *bj<fi) » 0, (16)

where ir is the canonical conjugate variable of <j>j. Note that among Gaj only

(Nj — 1) operators are independent. They satisfy the following algebra (m, n =

l,--,d-i):

pT0(*), T0(y)] = (Vm(x) + Vm(y)) dm6(x - y) (17)

[T0(x), Tm(y)) = (T0(x) + TQ(y)) dmS(x - y), (18)

pTm(x), Tn(y)] = Tn(x)dm6(x - y) + Tm(y)dJ(x - y), (19)

Pi(«),GJ»J = 01 (20)

(Tm(x), GJ-4(»)] = GJfl6(x)5m«(x - y), (21)

- GjJ*Y>u - GjJx)S.e) 6(x - y), (22)

with V™(x) = iF'-'MW^x) (Tn(x) - iEjGjJx)Ufa{x)), where W™ is

the cofactor matrix of the (d — l ) x (d— 1) matrix Wmn, and [ , ] stands for

the Poisson bracket. The TQ and Tm are the generator of diffeomorphism, while



Gjb is that of SO(Nj) transformations. The Hamiltonian is given by a linear

combination the constraints.

On the other hand, the system with the action 5* has d ( d - l j j

independent primary constraints p1"1 « 0 and Gaj w 0, where p*1" is the canonical

conjugate of g^ and Gaj is defined in (16), and &{d-1)/2 independent secondary

constraints

where the time derivative dQ</>, in 7>0<j>, is written in terms of the canonical

conjugate Kj of <j>j and other variables according to

*j = y/=SfF"DJr (24)

We can show that T^ defined in (14) and (15) are linear combinations of $M>, , so

that they are again constraints here. Their Poisson bracket algebra shows that

there are 2d + J^ji^j ~ *) independent first class constraints p0>l a 0, 7^ « 0,

and Gf a 0, where

i ;(x) = TM(a r)-yd^pm-(»)[*i».(») . !;(*)]• ( m , » = l , - - - , r f - D (25)

The rest (d - l)(d - 2) independent constraints pmn ss 0 and $mn tx 0 (m, n =

1, • • • ,d — 1) belong to the second class. Hamiltonian is a linear combination of

the first class constraints. Now we partially fix the gauge by the condition

Xo, = 90)l-fMj^j)' (2 6)

where f^j^j) are first class operators. Using only a part of the constraints,



we define the intermediate Dirac bracket [, ]* by

l\(X),Y(y)}'=[X(x),Y(y)]- [ddz[X(x)
J

+ J ddz[x(x),
(27)

(*\ Y{y)\

with Xmn — *mn (m> *» = 1, • • •, J — 1). Then the algebra with respect to [ , ]*

entirely coincides with the Poisson bracket algebra of the system with the action

5*. Accordingly the Dirac bracket algebras derived from them in each system

coincide with each other. If we adopt the same ordering prescriptions in the both

systems, the quantum commutator algebras coincide with each other, even when

some anomalies exist. This establishes the quantum mechanical equivalence of

S* and 5*, and, hence, of S3A and S+.

5. Topohgica} Jnvariance Now we show that the pregauge-pregeometric

action (10) is a topological invariant if the number of the gauge groups is equal

to the number of the space-time dimensions (i. e. M = d). By (11) and (3), the

covariant derivative becomes

( 2 8 >

where \<f>j\ = J(<t>j • <i>j). Then S^ in (10) can be rewritten into the form

t>j\dv\<t>A x F7-ir, (29)

In particular for M = d, S* in (29) becomes

= J)= fd'xdeldptojlF1? (30)
J PJ
K

where the integration domain "R which is so far suppressed is explicitly shown.



We denote by 72. the image of "R, by the mapping <j>j. Then we have

d) = nSQ with So = Jd'ltJF2?, (31)

where n is the winding number of the mapping 4>j, and SQ is a definite integral on

the domain % and is not affected by changes of the mapping 4>j. (If the domain

V, has a boundary, we fix the field <j>, on the boundary in variations of <f> .)

Thus we have shown that 5* with M = d is a topologica] invariant in the sense

that it is invariant under any continuous variations of the mapping <f>j. Then

any continuous functions 4>j are solutions to the equation of motion derived by

varying 5^. Furthermore, the topological phase has no physical specification such

as the number and sizes of the internal gauge groups. We expect that they are

spontaneously chosen in the course of the symmetry breakdown due to quantum

effects.

Let us see that the topological case is continuously connected with some

non-topological cases. For this purpose we explicitly break the internal gauge

symmetries by adding to the action SgA in (1) the mass terms of the gauge field

Afp with the mass M}. Then Wj* in Eq. (8) is replaced by

and, hence, d^jld^J in (29) is replaced by

Non-vanishing Mj prevents 5^ from being rewritten into the form like (30) even
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for M = d, so that 5^ is not a topological invariant. The proof of classical and

quantum mechanical equivalence between S9A and 5* remains valid for Mj ^ 0,

though the constraints Gaj w 0 in (16) disappear here. Thus the topological

case (Mj = 0) is connected with the non-topologica) case (Mj ^ 0) by the

continuous parameters M}. In the limit Mj —* 0 the action S^(M = d) restores

the topological invariance. On the otl:_; hand, the quantum effect 5eff in (5)

remains non-vanishing in this limit, and violates topological invariance. From the

technical point of view, it is the ultraviolet cutoff that breaks down the topological

symmetry and enables the topological system to give rise to physical effects.

It is, however, not necessarily an artifact since it is smoothly connected with

the non-topological cases. The quantum effects by themselves can intrinsically

involve such an fundamental length scale, though we do not yet know the precise

mechanism.

In conclusion, we have shown that the scalar pregauge-pregeometry becomes

topological if the number of the internal gauge groups is equal to the number of

the spacetime dimensions. The gravitational and gauge theories at low energy

scales are induced by the quantum fluctuations from a topological action, vio-

lating the original topological symmetry. We expect that the number and sizes

of the internal gauge groups are spontaneously chosen in the course of the sym-

metry breakdown. It will be quite interesting for us to examine the dynamical

symmetry breakdown mechanism of TQFT's in further details. If this mecha-

nism is effective, we would be able to obtain a new splendid understanding from

mathematics to physics.

The authors would like to thank Professors H. Terazawa, and A. Sugamoto
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for stimulating and fruitful discussions.

Footnote f This model is essentially equivalent to the one in Ref. [16], where

it was pointed out that a p-brane in (p + l)-dimensional spacetime corresponds

to a point particle.
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